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It’s all about the furniture, really.  From storage to sitting to sleeping, furniture is 
the workhorse of any room.  To maximize how you use furniture, conisder pieces 
that multitask and plan the right arrangement for your space. The following will 
provide some tips and ideas using a simple piece of furniture – an armoire, while 
bringing a stylish focal point to any room. 
 
Entertainment storage for wine glasses, serving trays, and drink accessories is a 
must, but it often runs in short supply.  A sturdy armoire, with a few 
customizations, is a great place to keep delicate items safe and easily 
accessible. Take advantage of unused space by suspending wine glasses from 
the underside of the top shelf. This trick can be used in any cabinet/storage 
situation.   
 
An entire home office /work station can be contained inside an armoire with a few 
clutter-concealing solutions.  An upper shelf corrals reference books and 
magazine holders.  Essential supplies such as pencils, scissors, and notepads 
have a place on the desktop, too, all kept in order with desk organizers.  
 
No more searching around the house for your favorite movies and magazines.  
An armoire can house labeled boxes to contain entertainment essentials.  Using 
coordinating baskets is a stylish and strategic way to keep games, CD’s and 
DVDs organized.  Mount a small box to the inside of the armoire door to store 
multiple remotes.  This box keeps remotes in an easy to reach location while still 
inside the entertainment armoire. 
 
Create a storage extension anywhere in your home with an armoire to hold often-
used items such as detergent and cleaning supplies.  A small rod on one side 
provides enough space for several cloting items to dry, and extra shelves are 
perfect for keeping supplies tidy.  Create an instant message center on an inner 
door panel with simple bulletin board to post cleaning tips, chore lists, etc.  
 
Group baking supplies by use.  Keep large or frequently used items, such as 
bowls and mixer on lower shelves so they are eash to reach.  Store essential 
ingredients in clear canisters can sit along higher shelves, along with baking 
goods, recipe books, or the extra china. 
 
Armoires make great craft closets.  Peg-board the back inside inner wall of the 
widest shelf area to hang glue guns, scizzors, rulers, tape rolls, and more.  
Attach magnetic boards to the insde of the doors.  Tall rolls of wrapping paper, 
boxes and other necessities can be neatly stored away. Scrapbooking storage 
centers are also greatly organized with armoire space.  Or for knitters… 
 



Turn an armoire into a designated play space to keep kids’ crafts and toys in one 
main location. Low drawers and bin-lined shelves store toys at kid-level, while the 
top shelf is reserved for board games.  A built-in destop provides plenty of 
creative space for projects or homework.  Chalkboards and bulletin boards inside 
the doors are perfect for doodling or displaying artwork.  
 
A bedroom armoire provides tons of ways to keep things tidy.  Pairs of shoes can 
have their own compartment, while bins and boxes neatly house belts, 
headbands, and other small accessories, leaving enough room on other shelves 
for a row of upright purses and stacked shirts. Mirrors on the insde of the doors 
make it easy to look good from head to toe.  Available drawers turn into jewelry 
boxes, or folded silk scarves.  
 
Turn an armoire into a pet station.  Outfit it with shelves for pet supplies with 
divided compartments to manageable way to organize treats, toys, grooming 
supplies, hanging leashes, and food.   
 
I love armoires turned linen storage!  Whether for the bathroom or end of 
hallway, towels and linens stack neatly inside.  Decorative pillows, bedding, and 
extra blankets also stow away nicely.   
 
Substitute a coat closet for a decorative armoire in your foyer / living space. 
Some homes do not have a coat closet but can utilize wall space to provide both 
coat storage and a decorative furniture piece.  
 
How much more versatile could one piece of furniture be?!  It could be one of 
your best investments as it converts to meet those forever life-changing needs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


